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Along with avid popularity, Swift has
been ruling the hearts of many with her
brilliant performances. And since she has
revealed her upcoming album launch
people can’t wait for her charming
performances to blow their minds.
‘Midnight Rain’ is her 10th Studio album
and by far she has revealed the titles of 6
songs from this album. The release date
of this album is on 21st October 2022
and this is the time she is going to release
the album that was written in the middle
of the night.” This Tuesday she continued
with her “Midnights Mayhem With Me”
TikTok series.This was the title of her
4thsong in this album. In this TikTok clip,
she took the same approaches that she
previously used while revealing her
previous numbers. Just prior to this she
revealed the song ‘Bingo-Style’, an old
school vibe is lingering to this number
making sure that her vast approaches
towards music. To make people
understand about the track a ball fell into
the old-school cage. In the revelation of
this Tuesday, the ball fell was Track Six.
Her late-night journeys were to make
sure that her fans are well aware of her
upcoming releases along with a veil of
enigma surrounding it.
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Music News

Madonna Spilled the Beans about Her Getting Married
Madonna has always been a global
icon in the pop music industry.
Recently the artist talked about her
personal life and current
obsessions in front of everyone.

Madonna, the ‘Queen of Pop’ has
said that she regrets both of her
marriages and considers it is her
rush decision. The artist has also
added that she has found comfort
with the obsession with s*x.

recently in an interview, she said
that it ‘wasn't the best idea…
getting married. Both times!’
She has been married twice; in
1985 she was married to Sean Penn.
lived with him for four years and
got divorced after that. Later on,
she married Guy Ritchie in 2000
and separated in 2008.

While living with Ritchie, she also
gave birth to her son Rocco. Apart
from that, she also has a daughter

Lourdes with Carlos Leon and she has
also adopted Mercy, David, and the twin
children Estere and Stele. She has a total
of six children.

The artist has always been very much
vocal about her personal life and
publically talked about it. she has
admitted that she has a lot of desires
and it can be said that s*x is her guilty
pleasure. It is also an ‘obsession’ in her
life.

In another question, she subtly
answered that if she wasn’t a singer
then she would have become a teacher,
which surprised all of her admirers.
Madonna has shocked her audiences in
every possible way.

Recently she posted a video on her
Instagram from her 64th birthday bash.
In the video, the artist was seen making
out with various Italian women and
captioned the video as ‘Birthday kisses

with my side b*****s’. She posts
various photos and videos on her
social media account.

She has also posted a photo, where
she has been seen in a black corset,
fishnet stockings, and black
stilettos. In this attire, she shared a
mirror photo and wrote ‘Finally
Enough Love: 50 Number Ones’.

Currently, it is coming to know that
she is working on all of her best
creations and collaborating with
the best hip-hop artists. She is
coming up with her globally hit
song ‘material girl’ and renaming it
as ‘Material Gworrllllllll!’.

Madonna has always been the most
iconic and profound singer of all
time and lived up to everyone’s
expectations. Still now, the artist is
entertaining worldwide listeners.
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Music News

Lily Meola
Takes Over the
Internet after
She Performed
an Original
Number
'Butterfly' on
America's Got
Talent
This Tuesday, America’s Got Talent
contestant Lily Meola performed an
original song called ‘Butterfly’,
earning a well-deserved standing
ovation from Judge Heidi Klum.

During the semifinal round of
America’s Got Talent the Hawaii
native contestant Lily Meola
performed an original number
‘Butterfly’ this Tuesday. The song
was accompanied by a piano and
string quartet, yet everything was
overshadowed by her performance.
While performing this love ballad
with heart-melting lines like, “Fly/ I
know we’ll meet between heaven
and the sky/ I, I’ll try/ I’m gonna try
to find the good after goodbye/
Butterfly.”

This song is meant for lost loved
ones yet she seemed to cope with
the overflowing emotions that she
had while performing the number.

And the chills and the vibes were
flawlessly generated by the
audience as well. The dark-shade
stage was gleaming with the dots of
lights, making a glittery butterfly as

she stood in her white-laced suit.

As this emotional performance
was on the verge of conclusion
Judge Heidi Klum stood up and
gave her the much-deserved
standing ovation. She also has
been giving flying kisses during
the performance.

Klum said, “I’m so, so, so, so
proud of you,” in time for her
critique. “You are so beautiful;
you have the most beautiful voice.
It’s soaring through the room. I
think you are incredible and I wish
you the best of luck. And I hope I
see

 you at the finale!” 

She added more.Klum always stood
by her from the beginning of this
season, since Meola performed an
original ‘Daydream’, in her audition
round.

She is now competing up against the
dancing magician Jannick Holste,
another fellow singer Lee Collinson,
U.K. “professional idiots” The Lazy
Generation, opera singer-turned-
vocal impressionist Merissa
Beddows, Bayley Graham, kids group
Acapop! and many more.
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Music News

The Launch
of K-Pop
ETF Brings
in Korean
Entertainment
Giants that
Include BTS,
BLACKPINK,
and
'Parasite'
Producer
Overseas investors now have a
chance to invest in the billion-
dollar South Korean entertainment
industry.The global expansion of K-
Pop has been creating news and
trends for a few years now but there
was no way for foreign investors to
invest in the industry which is now
changing with this news.

On September 1, a K-Pop and
Korean Entertainment ETF which is
listed under the name of KPOP was
launched by South Korean IP
investment company Contents
Technologies, on NYSE Arca
Exchange.

The ETF KPOP is the first initiative
where investors from Europe and
the U.S can directly access the
companies that are connected with
the expansion of the K-Pop music
industry.

The ETF also got an impressive
board filled with top pop culture
players.

The KPOP ETF includes music
agencies like HYBE, JYP
Entertainment, SM
Entertainment, and YG
entertainment. Needless to say,
HYBE is the agency that handles
the dominating Korean boyband
in the world, BTS, and other
popular K-Pop groups like
Tomorrow X Together, and
SEVENTEEN. This agency has a
total of seven labels that manage
other artists. JYP Entertainment
on the other hand is home to
TWICE, ITZY, and Stray Kids. YG
Entertainment is the successful
agency that manages worldwide
famous groups like BLACKPINK
along with BIGBANG and SM
Entertainment is the music
agency behind famous groups
NCT and aespa.

The ETF also includes CJ ENM
which is considered the Korean-
entertainment giant which
operates in the Television and
Commerce area of the South
Korean Industry. It also produced

 and distributed the Oscar-winning,
worldwide famous film 'Parasite'. In
the list, the next addition is Studio
Dragon which is the subsidiary of CJ
ENM that distributes Korean drama
programming along with Naver
which is Korea's top search engine
that also produces K-Pop content,
and Kakao Corp which is the
country's largest mobile messenger
and oversees labels.

Billboard states that the companies
which are eligible for KPOP need a
market capitalization that exceeds
100 billion KRW or $73.7 million.

The most interesting thing about
this EFT is that it includes
entertainment companies that have
wider scopes whose primary focus is
not music but can heavily influence
the music industry with the help of
their content opportunities and the
continuous streaming of K-Pop.

According to experts, the global
expansion of K-Pop is still at the
beginning stage where this EFT will
bring in more opportunities for
investors.
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Artist Spotlight

The
Profound
Artist Andy
Ross Has
Dropped
His Latest
Music ‘All
American
Heart’
Listen to the outstanding song by
the extremely talented artist Andy
Ross. This artist has accumulated a
lot of listeners from all around the
world with his latest piece of music,
titled ‘All American Heart’. He has
created a solid fanbase in a brief
period.

Andy Ross is taking hip-hop music
to another level with his diverse
deliverances. He has shown his
creative charm by giving unique
kinds of music in his musical
career. His vast array of
presentations has made him
different and helped him to get
established in the music industry.
He has created his own identity
with the songs. This artist is an
independent musician, who likes to
make music on his own. He single-
handedly creates, records, and
produces the tracks. This artist has
always been inclined to the culture
of music and he has started his
career as a musician, which is

inspiring for all aspiring artists.

Hailing from the United States,
this hip-hop artist has reached
out to global audiences with his
soundscapes. His unique way of
delivering the song has grabbed
the attention of the listeners.

All of his creations are very much
different from each other and that
is what kept everyone hooked to
them. He has garnered many ears
with his soundtracks. This artist
has given a lot of tracks in his
musical career; some of them are
‘Cold Dead Hand’, ‘Blood Trail on
a Whitetail’, ‘Back on the
Backroads (feat. Little Texas)’, and
‘Rebel’.

All the songs are different in every
aspect and have diverse traits in
them. His variant way of approach
has made the tracks even more
appealing. The rhythmic and
thematic flow of them has added
new elements to them. 

He has amazed all music enthusiasts
with his excellent musical creations.

Andy has recently come up with his
latest soundtrack, named ‘All
American Heart’.

The prolific write-up and intriguing
music have made the song even
more captivating. It has attracted all
the listeners in a very short period.
Along with that, his flawless
deliverance has made this song more
attractive.

All of his various kinds of songs are
available on YouTube, Spotify, and
Apple Music. So, visit his profile to
listen to them. And other than that,
follow his profile on Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook, and his website to
get all the updates on his upcoming
projects.
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Artist Spotlight

LISTEN TO THE SONGS OF MOSTTALKABOUT
TO EXPERIENCE EXCELLENT MUSIC

Mosttalkabout, the proficient artist is spreading her charm by
giving variant kinds of songs. Her unique way of presentation has
created a buzz among all music enthusiasts. This artist is reaching
out to more listeners with each of her creations.

Mosttalkabout is taking the level of hip-hop music to another
level with her pieces of music. The artist is growing and
accumulating more listeners by creating all the attractive songs.
Her different way of presentation has helped her to gain more
audiences. The lyrically and musically enriched soundtracks have
intrigued everyone.

She is an independent artist who likes to make music on her own.
She single-handedly creates, records, and produces the tracks.
With her variant way of delivering the tracks, she has inspired a
lot of young creators. This artist has churned out the true flavor of
the genre with her musical crafts. Along with being a musician,
she is inclined toward the culture of fashion too and the artist is t

encouraging audiences in this field too.

This artist has implemented every way to
entertain the listeners. All of her creations are
completely different than each other and his is
what has kept everyone hooked to her. The
thematic and rhythmic flow has helped her to
attract all music enthusiasts. The profound
music along with the relatable lyrics captivated
all the listeners easily. Along with all her other
traits, her perfect way of delivering soundscapes
has accumulated a large number of audiences.
She has given quite a few tracks in her musical
career; some of them are ‘Been All over the
World’ and ‘Reality’. Both the tracks are
different from each other and made from a
unique perspective, which is why these have
gotten a lot of attention. The hip-hop artist
Mosttalkabout is establishing herself in the
music industry at a steady pace. The hooky and
groovy music is assisting her to grab the
attention of all music enthusiasts. Her vast
array of presentations is helping her to create a
different identity among everyone. Currently,
she has come up with two singles that are being
praised by everyone. The track ‘Reciprocated’
and ‘Global Crisis’. With the variant kind of
songs, the artist has made herself as an
individual artist. All of her tracks are available
on Spotify and YouTube; visit her profile to
listen to her creation. 
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Artist Spotlight

UK Rapper
Mr Streetz Is
Offering
Lyrical
Therapy
Through His
banger
‘Hood
Therapy’
Only a few rappers are capable of
showing the other side of the story
and Mr Streetz is one of them. The
rapper has recently dropped an all-
new banger titled ‘Hood Therapy’.
Just like the title suggests, the track
offers a therapeutic essence
through its lyricism that can
captivate not just hip-hop
enthusiasts but all kinds of music
lovers. The rapper has done a
remarkable job in creating this
banger that shows the ups and
downs of a relationship. However,
being a male rapper didn’t make
the artist limited to one side only.
The rapper has masterfully
portrayed the perspective of both
sides through the flawless
deliverance and caliber of witty
wordplay. The banger is more a
therapeutic session of a couple and
both characters are played by
Streetz himself. His unwavering
aura and humble personality have
put out some logical explanations
of both sides which makes it highly

HoodTherapy

ASHREE

relatable for every listener.
Currently, it is buzzing through
the playlists of global listeners.

The track ‘Hood Therapy’ has also
premiered with a lyrical music
video that helps to show the
poetic side of those hard-hitting
bars. It is truly mesmerizing how
this rapper has the intellect to
justify both sides of a relationship
while showing the cracks within.
What is even more intriguing is
that the rapper did not show the
perspective of the man and of the
woman but also the point of view
of the therapist. Being a dynamic
personality, Streetz has played all
of those three characters and
meandered through the whole
track. He has even subtly shifted
the verses and his vocal tone to
make the audience realize three

different characters. It is well
written and the bars are quite hard-
hitting. Spitting fire and love; there
is chaos as well as comfort in the
track which makes it one of the best
tracks by the rapper.

Mr Streetz has previously come up
with many singles that helped him
to pave his way through the hip-hop
music industry such as, ‘Bad Day’,
‘For My Daughter’, ‘80’s Kid’, ‘Eyes
on the Prize’, etc to name some.
Each of the musical contributions is
proof of his sheer talent, skills, and
consistency in his craft. Hailing from
London, this rapper is spreading his
musical superiority through each
successful musical representation.
Follow his official Spotify, Apple
Music, and website to know more
about his musical projects and
upcoming events.
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Artist Spotlight

Get Excited about the Forthcoming Highly
Intensified Rock Numbers of Ex-Okay

When it comes to authentic rock
music, there is no better option than
Ex-Okay. They are new and they surely
have a lot to offer, while the industry is
overflowing with mediocrity they offer
you a sense of authenticity. They are
just an album old and already they are
leaving a forever impression with the
craft. The unyielding of their song will
make you fall for their seamless vibes.
They are charming and widely
enjoyable as well. The rock genre has
been one of the extremely investing

 and intriguing music genres and
the classic metal infusion makes it
even more compelling to witness.
This Salt Lake City, Utah music
group was responsible for the
album with some experimental
and interesting music. Their
music hasty music along with the
reflective vibes will surely grab
your attention.

Musical Career:  They have done
a brilliant job in their first album

called ‘Awkward Silence’. This
album has 12 numbers in it, and all
of them are admirable for their
driven nature. This album was
released on 15th December 2018,
and since then the band has been
recording their numbers in N.R.G
Studios L.A. California.

Along with them, Joe Haze has co-
produced the numbers. In this
album, you will find brilliant rock
metal music on each track. ‘If You
Only Know What I Knew’,
‘Overseers Thirst For Revenge’,
‘Memories’, ‘City Lights’,
‘Apparition Ink’, ‘In Regards’,
‘Locked’, ‘Halfhearted’, ‘Eternal
Lines’, ‘Abrea’, ‘Honesty’, ‘Illusion
Fade’ are those well-cultivated
numbers. They have offered the
videos of two numbers of this
album ‘Locked’ and ‘In Regards’.
For this album, Brian Tichy was
their drummer along with other
members of the band Tom
Andersen and Adamn Smith.

Latest Release: Right now they are
working on a new album titled
‘R.E.D.’, 'Relentless Endless
Destruction'. And the first single of
this album, ‘A Sinister Guillotine
Up 1’, is going to be released soon.
For this recording session, they
worked with their previous
recording studio and producer.
These numbers are mixed and
mastered by Chris Lord-Alge, Brian
Tichy was there on the drums, and
Tom Andersen shared his voice and
also was on the guitar. And Adamn
Smith offered his booming
performance in bass guitar.
Nevertheless, this soon-to-be-
released number has grabbed all
the eyes of rock-fascinated people.
And they have shown their brilliant
craft previously. Ex-Okay will soon
release the dates of their legendary
rock album. 
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Artist Spotlight

Love Jimo Is Growing More
With the Soundtrack ‘Fire

On The Water’
Listening to the profound artist Love Jimo to groove with his
brilliant pieces of music. The artist has gained a lot of popularity
by delivering enigmatic songs. The musically and lyrically profuse
songs have mesmerized all the listeners. His unique way of
presenting the songs has made him different from all the other
musicians. Their thematic and rhythmic flow has attracted the
maximum number of listeners from all around the world. He is an
independent artist who likes to make music on his own. He single-
handedly creates, records, and produces the song. And this one
trait of his has inspired everyone.

Hails from Ibadan, Nigeria, this artist is currently based in Oslo,
Norway, and growing in a career as a musician. He has reached out

 to a lot of audiences with his latest soundscape
‘Fire On The Water’. This track has amazed
everyone with its thematic and rhythmic flow.
The subtle music and well-versed lyricism have
made the song one of a kind. It is the intriguing
tune that has made it even more attractive.
Along with that, his perfect way of delivering
the song added a different element to it.

This artist has showcased his creative talent by
creating variant kinds of music. All of his songs
are very different from each other and this has
made his music career more prosperous. This
artist has always been inclined toward the
culture of music and that is why he has
established himself as a musician.

His diverse approach has helped to garner the
maximum number of ears in the shortest period
of time. Along with that, he constantly works on
how to make each creation different from others
and pleasing. This initiative has assisted him to
amplify the music genre with his creations.

Love Jimo has achieved various things in his
career. He has received numerous streams on
YouTube and music streaming platforms. He has
become successful just because of his relatable
approach. He makes music that can be felt by
the listeners. It can be understood that the kind
of songs he creates, everyone has been through
that situation once in life for sure. By
presenting the sound designs in this way, it
becomes easier to grab the attention of the
listeners. The hooky and groovy tune of ‘Fire On
The Water’ intrigues one and lingers on the
mind for a long time.

He has established himself in the music
industry and created a solid fanbase. He has
given a large number of songs that have gotten
responses internationally. Some of his brilliant
works are ‘Lost in Time’, ‘Without You’, ‘Secret’,
and ‘Kumbaya’. Each song is created from a
different perspective which makes them diverse
in every aspect. For this, every listener of him is
hooked to his work.

All his soundscapes are available on Spotify and
YouTube. So, visit his profile to check all his
outstanding pieces of music. Apart from that, to
know more about his upcoming project, follow
him on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, TikTok,
and his website.
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Artist Spotlight

Groove with The Gliding
Vibes of BEEN BALLIN's
Recent Release 'UHH HUH'
Ft. Deemenace'

This Ipswich rapper has always been delivering crisped songs
along with some dancing vibes. Having his roots in Africa, BEEN
BALLIN is based out of Brisbane Queensland Australia. And his
music always has a source of grooving for hip-hop lovers.

For ‘UHH HUH’, he has collaborated with Deemenace, another
extremely fisting music artist of this age. And their packed
performance in this song is widely enjoyable and offers some
supreme vibes. From gripping verses to exciting tunes, this track
is already spreading amongst youngsters for its addictive nature.

BALLIN was born in Africa and spent a small
time of his childhood in Africa later on moved
to Brisbane Queensland Australia. Since his
childhood, he has been a keen admirer of music,
especially hip-hop rap music. And no sooner he
became one of the rapping icons of his
neighborhood.

With passing time his craft matured and evolved
exponentially, he already was gifted and he
discovered a way to sharpen his music even
further. His growing-up days were hard but he
managed to channel his struggle to make
something extremely relevant and pleasing for
everyone, along with irresistible music he now
owns a record label called BALLIN Enterprise.

In 2017, he served some cold-punched lines as a
series of raps that became widely popular
locally. Soon after that, BEEN BALLIN featured
in a Swish Music Album; this has offered him
the exposure that his talents deserved. And the
journey from there was also hard but he always
had the power to turn his pain into poetry and
offer some widely relatable tracks.

And just a few months back he released his first
music video, which gathered some intense
appreciation from hip-hop rap enthusiasts from
around the world. Some of his edgy and intense
numbers are ‘Stripes’, ‘Veteran’, ‘Red Dot’,
‘Youngest in Charge', ‘Trust Nobody’, ‘Colossal’,
which can make everyone fall for his craft.

From the luxury yacht and white extravagant
mansion to the dynamic stage, this video will
make you groove with its 3 minutes of running
time. This swanky video has everything that
most hip-hop tracks have, like stacks of money
and explicit words.

These flavors add up to be one of the most
enjoyable tracks of this year. ‘UHH HUH’, is a
song that deals with some honest lines along
with the hardship that BALLIN has seen in his
growing days. And the collaboration with
Deemenace has elevated the entire experience
of this song. For more follow him on YouTube,
Spotify, Instagram, and Facebook.
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Artist Spotlight

Watch the
Melodic Trap
Singer J-Rsey
to Performed a
Compelling
Track ‘Back In
The Game’
Highly productive artist J-rsey is
making sure people are given a
dose of his brilliant musical
concoction. Being one of the
youngest artists of his age he
knows his craft quite well making
him one of the well-illustrated
musical personalities of his age. His
recent release ‘Back in the Game’ is
impressively compelling for the
people witnessing the song for the
first time. From his catchy hip-hop
accent to his grooving styles,
everything about this singer is
wildly likable. While he has a lot of
offers he is taking slow steps
toward the brighter days of his
future.

About

Based out of France he started to
make music in English and his craft
has been keeping the raw texture
through his accent. His young and
brighter ways of making are
boggling the minds of his listeners.
J-rsey has included various genres
and styles in his tracks, some of
which are Rap, Hip-Hop, Melodic
Trap, and many more, and
witnessing these traits in songs is
widely compelling for any music
enthusiast. His songs tend to
convey a story through the
seamless running minutes. Being

this young his music had made
peace with maturity and diversity.

Music Career

He started his musical career
soon, as he has always had a zeal
for music. Initially, he started with
various cover numbers with which
he has done some infusions and
experiments as well. He has done
various cover songs for Justin
Bieber and any music lover will
find it extremely elevating to
watch. His cover of Bieber’s
‘Lonely’ is one of the better works
that you can find in his musical
catalog. Along with it he also has
covered Internet Money’s
Lemonade. Some of his original
music is also there including
songs like ‘Hood Thought’, ‘They
Don’t’, ‘October’s Dairy’, and ‘I
Don’t Know Why’.

Recent Releases

The highly anticipated artist has
been making the world groove along
with his charming styles. This
number was released recently on 7th
September. His brilliantly concocted
number ‘Back in the Game’ is crafted
flawlessly infusing some gripping
musical qualities.

This song is a story where he
showcased his charming musical
qualities in these numbers. His life
and his struggles have been the main
theme of this song along with which
he has presented some incidents as
well. There have been several
negative episodes present in his life,
and he prominently overcomes them
with his positive affirmations. Listen
to this song on YouTube and you can
also find him on Instagram.
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Artist Spotlight

Leave the Den
Behind of
Depression With
Depression,
Baby, and Their
Introspective
Music, 'Out of
Luck'
Being one of the emerging bands
formed fresh and still has a lot to
prove. Depression, Baby is a name
that will make you smile at your
lowest. And while people avoid
talking about these grave problems,
they are synchronizing their vocals
to make the light of sharing
brighter for everyone. Their music
wills to satiate people with its
wholesome feelings. And nothing
can overshadow the seamless craft
they are offering. And with the
sheer musical merit of the song
‘Out of Luck’ it will stand out while
other songs will just follow a trend.

About

The band was formed out of the
love they have for the 90s-00s indie
and their prolific nature. They are
an Indie 5 piece band, and they
became productive during the
pandemic with their live music
streams and crafting small pieces of
music, and finally making full-
length numbers. Based out of North
London their passion for music has
driven them to make some
interesting numbers full of zest and
sparks. The name Depression, Baby
foreshows their musical motifs and
the pleasant eclectic nature of their
tracks. From their raving angst,
they have crafted some beautiful
numbers that only
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offer healing touches.

Music Career

Being keen music admirers
themselves they have been
making and crafting songs that
have an excellent boost. They
have been prominently using
Americana and the crooning
sounds of the teenybopper era in
their music, and Indie being the
core element these songs have
gained popularity despite being
an approaching band. Their
musical catalog holds works like
‘Will Comply’, ‘I Wanna Be Your
Boy’, ‘Home Again’, ‘Something in
the Way’, ‘Dayderamin’,
‘Isolation’, and ‘No Strangers’.
And their released numbers show
the potential of their craft and
what they might be offered in the
future.

Recent Release

They are a group of young musicians
who are willing to prove their
potential. They already have proved
some of their eclectic ways of
making music yet they have a lot
more to offer. One of their recent
releases ‘Out of Luck’ will strike you
with some elevating positive vibes
with the most beautiful music.

Lines that will stay for a long time
and of course hold up musical
supremacy that makes the entire
musical experience move in every
way possible. This song is a perfect
blend of seamless music and
overwhelming generosity of indie
vibes. They are available on their
official website; you can also follow
them on Spotify, Facebook, and
Instagram.
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Artist Spotlight

Nayan Raina
impresses with
fresh and sexy
sounds in his
new EP release
‘Besame’ 
The auspicious talent, NAYAN is
back with his recently released EP,
‘Besame’ which is impressive in all
senses; cheerful and sensuous,
along with expressive lyrics.

The line between vulgar and
sensuous is extremely thin which
confuses a lot of artists of this age.
You will witness many artists
producing tracks that are extremely
sexual without a proper meaning or
context just to gain views which
loses the meaning of sensuousness
as an art. The perfect blend of
expressive lyrics and the perfect
amount of desire are the two most
important components to making a
song alluring to the audience. This
can be found in the promising
talent NAYAN’s latest released
EP ‘Besame’. The EP includes a
total of four tracks which are all
unique in their composition and
production.

About:

The genre that the artist follows is
mainly pop. With the colorful
tracks of the artist is known for its
energy and livelihood in the
industry and the world of music
lovers. The musical expressions of
the artist have their charm which is
followed by the enlivening runes
and upbeat music. Perfectly paired
with expressive lyrics that create an
alluring experience for the
audience, the tracks of NAYAN will
make you fall in love. The genre is
filled with tunes that will fill the

room with energy and can light up
the moods of the listeners. The
latest EP, ‘Besame’ is a fine
example of that.

Music Career:

The artist first released music in
2015 which was a single entitled
‘Drnk Textin’ that won over the
hearts of music lovers with its first
appearance. The release of his
musical expressions continued
and the next release is his most
acclaimed and commercially
successful single ‘Butter’ in 2015.
This followed a remix of the same
single in the next year and a music
video of ‘butter’. The video has
gained over a million views on
Youtube and people have been
keeping the song on their repeat
list. The video shows the artist
and his love interest with fiery
chemistry between the

 protagonists. In
2017 NAYAN released another
impressive single ‘All Night’ which
was later followed by the fresh
EP ‘Besame’.

Latest Release:

The EP has a total of four tracks
including the title track by the same
name, ‘Phone’, ‘Closer’, and ‘Sex
Fiend’. The word ‘Besame’ translates
to ‘Kiss Me’ in English and
expressive love is the main theme of
the entire EP. The composition of
the tracks will make you captivated,
and the lyrics are simply
mesmerizing and contain the right
amount of amorousness. On top of
that, the vocals of the artist take the
tracks to a whole new level.

You can see the videos
on Youtube and listen to the EP
along with other tracks on Spotify.
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Artist Spotlight

Afs Williams Is Back With a
Bang! The Latest Track 'Here I

Stand' Is Impressive for Its
Groovy Music

The young and promising talent Afs
Williams has released another brand
new track, ‘Here I Stand’ which is filled
with freshness and snappy musical
beats.

Are you a fan of the EDM music and
Dance genre? Then you would agree it
is extremely difficult to find fresh new
music in this genre. Well, your search
ends here because the young talent Afs
Williams is exactly what you were
looking for.

The music he produces and puts out is
the ultimate party popper and the
colorful themes of the visuals also give
the tracks that extra spice that allures
the audience. It has not been long
since he debuted in the industry but in
this short time, he has gathered an
adequate amount of followers that
have been nothing but appreciative of

 the artist's latest ventures.

About:

The performing genre of Dance
music is extremely popular among
people who like upbeat songs.
Famous especially among
youngsters, this genre has its
charm. Perfect party anthems, the
songs of EDM and Dance genre,
are extremely hard to compose as
it requires uniqueness, charm, and
groove, and looks like the artist
Afs Williams has mastered them.
This youngster has recently
released a track called ‘Here I
Stand’ that is making a buzz in the
music industry. Gaining
thousands of views on Youtube,
the most popular video streaming
platform, this track is making
people do exactly what it was

meant for, groove along the beats.

Music Career:

About 4 years ago, the artist
released his first ever video on his
Youtube channel titled ‘King’. With
his first release, the artist has
marked his legacy in the music
industry and the Dance and EDM
genre. The video gained over six
thousand views on the platform
along with an adequate number of
followers who are still supporting
the artist's releases.

Then about a year later he released
‘Head Up’ where the views count is
even more, around Twelve
thousand views. It was followed by
another track, ‘Beautiful dIsaster’,
‘Take Over the World’, and ‘Can’t
Believe It’ where the view count is
seen to be increasing. His latest
release, ‘Here I Stand’ is already on
its way to climbing the charts and
winning the hearts of the listeners
all over again.

Latest Release:

The recent release is ‘Here I Stand’,
which features another promising
talent, Bree Philipson whose
impressive vocals took the track to
another new level. The artist
rapped flawlessly which was ideally
complemented by the beautiful
vocals of the featuring artist. The
visuals of the video are alluring and
match the theme of the track
effortlessly. The composition of the
track is smooth and the beats are
futuristic and dynamic, creating the
ultimate element to groove to.
The track is available on Youtube,
Spotify, Itunes, and Apple tunes
and you can follow him on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
for more updates.
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Artist Spotlight

With Profoundly
Melodious Vibes
Infused With
Heavy Rock Dark
Capricorn Rising
Is Back With
‘Long Time
Gone'
If you are a fan of Heavy metal then
you must listen to Dark Capricorn
Rising. Their exquisite musicality
resonates with widely acclaimed
performances of Black Sabbath.
And the melodious nature of their
tracks is very consuming to
witness. They have recently
released ‘Long Time Gone’, and this
is a treat for any music lovers. This
heavy rock and melody infusion is
making the world fall for its sheer
craft. They formed the band a few
years back and since then they have
been making one after other
elevating tracks with brilliantly
composed music and supremely
enriched verses to engulf its
listeners.

They are a Canton, Michigan-based
band with three members. Formed
back in 2018, and by far they have
released 21 songs. Dark Capricorn
Rising personnel are Rocky Di
Lacovo, Rick Young, and Justin
Williams. On drums, you will find
Justin Williams, and his thunderous
percussion accent has enhanced
the entire experience of their
music. Rick Young is an extremely
important member of the band on
various levels. On one hand, he is a
producer, songwriter, and most
importantly lead guitarist and
bassist on this band. And then

6

DARKCAPRICORNRISING

 comes, the person with the most
prolific voice Justin Williams.
Apart from singing these numbers
he also has been a writer as well.
Since the band was formed, they
have been making music with a lot
of integrity and dedication. They
first released an album called ‘In
the Force of the Blast’ which has
10 songs in it. And right after it
got released people were
indulging in their eclectic
numbers showcasing bruises and
ecstasy both. After that, they
released an EP ‘Equinox’, which
has 5 impressive numbers. Apart
from this album and EP, they have
released 6 gripping tracks in their
discography. Some of their
brilliant works are ‘Land of Broken
Souls’, ‘Battlefield of Dreams’,
‘God Save Us’, ‘Into the Night’,

 ‘Bureaucracy’, and ‘Now that You’re
Gone’.

Their latest release ‘Long Time
Gone’ is a brilliant representation of
prolific verses and uniquely crafted
tunes. The song is written by Justin
Williams and Rick Young
collectively.

And the result is wooing every music
lover around the world. To produce
and distribute the song they have
worked with Light Paradox recording
label. The band is achieving heights
with their unifying of the most
heart-melting genre of music heavy
rock is infused with melodious fields
which offers a supreme outcome. To
know more about their music, follow
them on Spotify, YouTube, Apple
Music, SoundCloud, Reverbnation,
and Facebook.
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Artist Spotlight

EVERYT
I

INCONTRA
DE

Dance Along With the
Cultivated Music of Aaron

Fresh Is His Brilliantly
Attractive Track ‘Tabanca'

This genius music artist started his musical career over 10 years
back and his gripping styles have been making the world fall for
brilliant musical styles. Aaron Fresh has always been extremely
thorough and minute with the numbers he releases; he is a man of
quality rather than quantity. And ‘Tabanca’ is a fine example of
his musical brilliance, from profound lyrics to his charming
musicality. The soundscapes of the song are extremely
compelling; not just his recent number but his previous numbers
also had these gravitating essences. With several singles and an
EP, his musical graph is showing his upcoming successes
profoundly.

About
Former Univer Music Group Artist, Aaron Fresh
is climbing heights with his brilliant craft and
making sure that people fall for his music. He
has been a music lover himself and this
has triggered him to offer the brilliant musical
nature that his tracks have. And with time
people also have fallen for the tracks he has
made, starting his career in 2010 he has always
been one of the brilliant pop artists who has
been offering some hip-hop R&B in tracks.
Starting from his debut his music has matured
and yet maintained a unique flavor which is the
major contributing factor to his numbers.

Music Career
His career in music started in 2010 with the
song ‘Spending All My Time', and since the song
was released his audience fell into the raw and
addictive nature of this number. And in several
ways, his debut track bared the torch of his
musical excellence. Afterward, he released
another number called ‘Waiting for Ya’ released
in 2016, another mind-blowing track that has
been loved by many. In 2018, he released ‘Move
on Do Me’ this song also had some impressive
vibes, from profound narrations to gripping
music compositions, his music has been offering
wholesome essences since the beginning of the
time.

Latest Release
His latest release in 2022 is ‘Tabanca’, a song
that will make you dance. From the hushed
beginning to the charming verses to ruffle some
feathers, his brilliant vocal quality and heart-
melting musical composition are raising the
heat of the room.

The song is written by Aaron Hinton, Justin
Jacoby, and Ronnie Jr. Young. This song has
been produced and recorded with his
production label ‘A Fresh Productions’. He
surely will be back with more of his enticing
accent in the future, until then listen to these
aforesaid tracks on various music-streaming
websites including YouTube, Spotify, and Apple
Music. Follow him for more information on
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.
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Artist Spotlight

Listen Out to
the Newest
Track by Manii
Ling, the
Refreshing ‘No
Titles’
Are you among the hip-hop lovers
who are looking for a fresh new
sound? Then your search ends here
because the impressive and
creative artist Manii Ling has
released new music that appears as
a breath of fresh air. She has taken
the level of hip-hop to a higher
level with her latest tracks and
musical expressions.

The exceptional write-ups and
well-constricted rap verses added
an extra spice to the track. The
newly released 'No Titles' has some
hooky music that is already
creating quite a buzz in the
industry and making the audience
groove with the catchy tunes. The
track has gathered a large audience
both on the music streaming
platforms and video streaming
platforms which is visually and
aesthetically pleasing.

The artist is getting a lot of
attention for her music video for
'No Titles' which is gathering a lot
of music lovers from all around the
world. The thematic flow of the
track plays a big role in gathering
the mass.

Raised in crown heights Brooklyn,
New York, the singer was
passionate about music from her
childhood and now is making her
dream come true with her beautiful
and alluring musical expressions.

In 2007, she discovered her
passion for music and has been
working hard on making that
passion turn into real life. Manii
Ling draws extreme inspiration
from icons like Drake, Rihanna,
and Mariah Carey. The singer says
she is inspired the most by
Rihanna as she can relate to her
because of her Barbadian roots.

During the years the singer has
gone through several trials and
errors, trying to perfect her music
and rapping ability which reflects
in the track, 'No Titles'. The
musical expression is a fine
example of a hip-hop song that
carries the true essence of the
genre. You can listen to the
artistic maturity and the singer's
creativity on the track along with
her expressive talent. The track is

 musically rich and creative,
maintaining a thematic flow
throughout that takes the audience
to the dance floor to groove along.
The track and its interestingly
catchy beat were produced by NYC
producer and artist Cash Cobaine.

In 2014, the singer came up with the
name ‘Racks On Demand’ (ROD) for
her and friends who would write
songs for her. She also coined the
term ‘Srapper’ for herself because of
her ability to sing and rap at the
same time.

There are some beautiful and
praiseworthy previous tracks of her
such as, 'Move It', 'All Years', 'Weird',
and 'Mad Mad' that you can listen to
on Spotify, Apple Music, and
Youtube. You can also follow her on
social media for further information.
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Artist Spotlight

Go on a Musical
Voyage with
Clint Jay and His
Debut Track
‘Breakfast’
Released with
Nightrider Music
Being a charming music artist he
has some prolific ways of
incorporating afro-beats with the
awesome vibes of rap and hip-hop.
He is now at the initial stage of his
career and Clint Jay is showing
some promising attitude for a huge
future in the upcoming days. His
debut release ‘Breakfast’ is not just
a great track that you like whenever
you hear it but it is a track, and you
will be compelled to listen to it on
loops. After spending a lot of time
producing various numbers with
his recording label Nightrider
Music and working with various
artists he is now embarking upon a
new journey and exploring his
musical side wisely.

About:

Based out of Lagos, Nigeria, Clint
Jay has been very minute while
producing numbers. But this
newfound side of his is wooing his
fans from around the world. He
always has a zest for music and that
is the reason he started his music
recording label company but during
this time he has worked with
various prolific stars of the music
industry. The overwhelming
musicality of Jay has been the most
enticing quality of this song. After
spending a lot of time struggling in
this industry he is getting a lot

of attraction with his brilliant
ways of making music.

Music Career:

He started his career producing
with the recording label named
Nightrider Music in 2021. And his
music career just started with the
song ‘Breakfast’. Previously his
music label produced songs like
‘Fela’, ‘Sajna’, ‘Supergirl’, ‘African
Women’, and ‘African Woman
Dance Video’. This music
production label is based in the
Netherlands and the company is
concentrating on Urban, Afrobeat,
and Afropop genre tracks that
willgive you the charming time to
dance and sing along with the
number released by them. Though
he is from Lagos this music was
formed in the Netherlands.

Latest Release

The song ‘Breakfast’ was released
very recently and right after the
song was released every hip-hop
lover was going gaga over the song.
The brilliant lyricism of the track
was written by Bisong Arrey and
Clinton Uduojie Inegbenose. And the
production of the song was the
responsibility of his production label
Nightrider Music. Hopefully,
alongside his production label he
should be back with more brilliant
tracks to make his fans fall for his
supreme soundscapes and catchy
rapping verses. The song is available
on various music streaming
platforms including YouTube,
Spotify, and Apple Music. Follow
him on social media; he is available
on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram.
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Music News

TikTok Is Helping Artists to Grow In the Music
Industry

TikTok is growing in a lot more
large way in promoting music. Zoi
Larma from Los Angeles made a
TikTok dance video, which she
choreographed by herself on the
song ‘Supalonely’ by Benee. The
video has garnered more than 45
million views on the platform. Not
only that, but for this single dance
video, the music video has also
gotten millions of views.

After getting so much recognition
from the viral video, this artist has
also performed two sold-out shows
in New York. The soundtrack has
also been nominated for the
People’s Choice Award and has
gotten platinum. 1 million copies
have been sold and 2.1 billion
streams have been garnered from
all the music streaming platforms.

Zoi Larma has also gotten immense
fame after the video and currently living
a life of being a content creator. The
creator has said ‘When it started
trending on TikTok and picking up on
TikTok, I would hear it on the radio or,
you know, hear it in stores… I would
hear it everywhere.’

TikTok has changed the whole scenario
in the music industry. Now, this has
become the ideal platform for
promoting new music and reaching out
to a global audience. That is why, every
recording label, artist, and creator is
trying to find a way to make a profit
from this platform.

In this matter Tatiana Cirisano, the
music industry analyst and researcher
has said that ‘If a song is going viral on
TikTok, and the artist is unsigned, and

as a result, it’s getting a million
streams on Spotify, the labels are
scrambling to sign that song or that
artist’. She has also added ‘They’re
obsessed with expanding their
market share and making sure they
don’t lose any market share to
independent artists’. After so much
growth on TikTok, the artists get a
lot of exposure on different music
streaming platforms too. On
Spotify, Benee has gotten a lot of
stream on this platform too. The
current influence of TikTok in the
music industry has pushed a large
number of listeners on Spotify and
Apple Music.
From a report is getting to know
that, Spotify has given $7 billion
dollars to the recording labels and
artists after receiving a huge
number of listeners.
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Music News

Ponniyin
Selvan's Music
Album Is Out
Now, Showing
AR Rahman’s
Musical Magic
Mani Ratnam’s upcoming
masterpiece creation, ‘Ponniyin
Selvan’ is all set to release on
September 30 and everybody is
looking forward to it. The entire
star cast has been revealed through
the breathtaking trailer of the
movie.

What is even more exciting is that
the music album for the movie is
already out. The trailer and audio
launch program took place at
Nehru Indoor Stadium in Chennai
and every star was available there
to appreciate it. Starting from
Kamal Haasan to Rajinikanth,
everyone lauded composer AR
Rahman made the whole
soundtrack with his magical skills.

Other than the chief guests, stars
from the film like Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan, Chiyaan Vikram, and
Director Mani Ratnam were part of
the event as well. The event started
off with his songs being played on
the stage.

Kamal Haasan as the chief guest of
the event was quite moved by
Rahman’s creations. He said, "Every

 song of ARR from Ponniyin
Selvan has increased my
heartbeat. Unique music. The
audience has already decided that
the music is a hit." so took this
opportunity to praise the
composer and he said, "What
vibrant music, Rahman! He took
us to Ponniyin Selvan universe
with his songs.” He further added,
“These songs from Mani and ARR
are my inspiration. I am waiting to
watch the film. Ponni Nadhi song
is so mesmerising. It even makes
us sing chorus unconsciously.

The director also appreciated
Mani Ratnam and expressed his
gratitude for the work of art. He
said, "Pan-India is a term that's
become common. Mani Ratnam is
the first pan-India director. 

His films reached all over India
because of his style, work ethic and
work. That's the patch he laid for us.
He directed Geethanjali in Telugu
and the picturisation is larger than
life. And then comes Thalapathy. “

He also added, “Brilliant casting and
technical crew. This piques
everyone's curiosity. With everyone's
effort, I think Ponniyin Selvan will
be a milestone in the history of
Tamil cinema."
‘Ponniyin Selvan’ is based on an old
period taken from a popular Tamil
literary namesake novel. The novel is
written by Kalki Krishnamurthy and
it is being released in two parts. The
first part will be released on
September 30; however, the official
confirmation for the second part is
yet to come.
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Music News

Universal Music Group Is Launching Virgin Music
Group to Broaden Their Reach

On the 13th of September,
Universal Music group commonly
known as UMG officially announced
the launch of Virgin Music Group, a
new global division.

UMG Chairman and CEO Sir Lucian
Grainge and UMG’s EVP, CFO, and
President of Operations Boyd Muir
have joined their forces with
mtheory co-founders JT Myers and
Nat Pastor.

After the newly assigned roles of
Pastor and Myers, they will now be
leading this company to further
expansion and development of this
company. This new division will
include, the 2021 launched services
of Virgin Music Label & Artist
Services.

Along with that 2019 inclusion of
UMG Ingrooves Music Group and
mtheory Artist, Partnerships will
also be a part of this new venture.

After the initiation, UMG Chairman

 and CEO Sir Lucian Grainge said, “In
order to remain the best home  for
artists and entrepreneurs we must drive
innovation in our own businesses—
offering new and high-quality resources
for artists from all corners of the world
while continuing to lead the industry’s
transformation.”

He added, “Nat and JT’s track record for
creating forward-thinking partnerships
with artists that are built on a
foundation of trust, creativity, and
business acumen is exactly the kind of
leadership we want for the new Virgin
Music Group division. Together with our
frontline labels and global footprint,
Virgin Music Group offers artists
unmatched creative and commercial
support.”

Myers told, “mtheory was founded on
the idea that we could transform the
music industry by offering better, more
aligned partnerships with artists.
By bringing these incredible global
teams and resources together, we have

 the opportunity to turbo-charge
that vision, and deliver even more
value to artists, labe is, and music
entrepreneurs.”

Pastor started by thanking Sir
Lucian and Boyd for having trust in
their potential, he added, “iconic
Virgin Music brand, one of the
most successful independent labels
in the industry’s history, as well as
Ingrooves, arguably the most
sophisticated music technology
platform in the world.

JT and I have worked together for
over 20 years, and we’re thrilled to
continue our journey to transform
the music industry together, along
with the Ingrooves, mtheory, and
Virgin teams.”

Previously, Pastor and Myers co-
founded mtheory in 2010; they
held a senior strategy along with
corporate development roles at
Warner Music Group.
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Artist Interview

Trig The
Optimus Is

Gaining
Attention
With His

Album ‘Right
Now’

Join the musical ballad with talented artist Trig The
Optimus. He has showcased his talent by delivering his
debut album, named ‘Right Now’. It has gained a lot of
attention in this brief span of time. With this piece of
work, the artist has gotten the opportunity to create a
buzz among all music enthusiasts. Recently we got the
opportunity to have a chat with him and this is how it
went –

DMR: Hello Trig The Optimus, it is nice to finally talk
to you. First of all, congratulationson your big success
for ‘Right Now’. How are feeling after achieving such a
massive response from the audience?

Trig The Optimus: Honestly, It’s exciting but also very

humbling. When you invest in yourself, and you finally
see the results.

DMR: How did you come up with the concept of making
this album?

Trig The Optimus: The concept of the album came
from the need to neutralize the chaos by being a Spark
Of Light.

DMR: What has inspired you to make this album?

Trig The Optimus: I wanted to show the world that
you can still achieve your aspirations while remaining
authentic.

DMR: What has encouraged you to become a musician?

Trig The Optimus: I always had a passion for music.
Music has guided me through many facets of my life. I
have always had a competitive spirit.

This is the ultimate level of competition. The industry is
one of the toughest in the world. There is no question,
this is where I am supposed to be.

DMR: Would you like to try any other genre of music in
the future?

Trig The Optimus: Actually, I take a firm stance on not
being pigeonholed into one specific genre and will
continue to show that through my work.

DMR: You work as an independent artist, how do you
manage everything on your own?

Trig The Optimus: What I’m trying to do doesn’t
happen alone. I have a team.

The structure of my business is as intentional and
authentic as my music. You must build the foundation
of your business according to your mission and your
vision.

DMR: Are you working on a new project right now?

Trig The Optimus: Yes. I am working on another
project. I am always creating. It’s in my blood. I am very
proud of Right Now but excited to share my new work.
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Music Review
The audience will be able to
feel the vibrant essence of
music, colorful lyrics, and
energetic melodies that can
make you dance-ready in
Rosalía’s newly released
‘Motomami+’.

‘Motomami+’ is one of
the most successful albums
of this year, and is one of
the strongest candidates for
the upcoming Grammy
awards. Personally, it was
one of my top favorite
albums of this year that is
ultra refreshing, making me
groove every time I listen to
it. This March released
album has gained millions
of streams on Spotify and
other digital streaming
platforms and is also one of
the most critically
acclaimed albums of this
year.

So when Rosalía announced
that this is getting an
extended version release
along with the music lovers
from all over the world I
was screaming with joy and
excitement.

Entitled ‘Motomami+’ this
expanded set of music has
got an addition of eight
tracks, making it an album
containing a total of 24
music tracks. It has got an
addition of four completely
new songs such as
'Aislamiento', 'La Kilié',
'LAX' and 'Chiri'. These
newest additions make the
album perfect and can
easily be said to be the
career-best performance of
the artist.

The previous version of the
album was the most

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

EMBRACE THE EIGHT NEW
COLORFUL TRACKS WITH

ROSALÍA’S NEWEST
DELUXE RELEASE OF

'MOTOMAMI+'

!  !  !  !  " 

acclaimed album of the artist's discography and these
additional tracks do the perfect justice to that. These
tracks are vibrant and high-spirited which perfectly
matches the theme of the album.

It also has got a remix of the album cut 'Candy' that
features Chencho Corleone, the member of no longer
existing Puerto Rican reggaeton duo, Plan B. Along with
it, there is also a live version of the Weeknd feature, 'La
Fama', which was recorded at Barcelona's Palau Sant
Jordi.

Rosalía’s live vocals and the
audience's background
cheering added an extra
element to the tracks,
extending its magic. The
album and its 24 tracks
packed with thrilling
energy and enchanting
vibes have to be one of the
most celebrated and fan
favorite albums all over the
world.

The production of the
original album was mind-
blowing, gaining praise
from fans and music critics
left and right and this
extended cut will also take
to a whole different world.
The ambiance that the
production of the album
creates with its genre-
blending ability, and
Rosalía's power-packed
vocals is on another
level.You will be able to get
the perfect mixture of
Spanish flamenco,
reggaetón, R&B, and
vibrant Pop in the deluxe
version which stands true
to its name, ‘Motomami+’,
that means an addition to
its meaning ‘vibe of power,
the liberty of being’.You can
listen to ‘Motomami+’ on
Spotify and follow Rosalía
on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, and other social
media for further updates.
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Music Review
The world’s biggest
sensation, the Korean girl
group BLACKPINK is
gaining huge success with
their new high-octane
album ‘BORN PINK’, a
blend of pop, rock, and hip-
hop.

What comes when you mix
unwavering uberly talented
women with a potential
blend of glamour, energy,
and music essence? Yes,
that’s right! You get
BlACKPINK. This
heartthrob South Korean
girl group has come with its
highly-anticipated album
‘BORN PINK’. The album
consists of a total of 8
singles and each of them is
a musical chart-buster.
Rosé, Lisa, Jennie, and Jisoo
have done a wonderful job
and become a global pop
sensation with their united
effort. This album came
after the 2020 debut music
project, ‘The Album’. The
latest album is a power-
packed creation that offers
8 super energetic and
highly addictive pop tracks
like ‘Pink Venome’, ‘Shut
Down’ and many others
which are currently buzzing
through the global music
industry.

The love-sick girls offered
an epic rock star-like
performance that they have
been willing to the from the
beginning. The title of the
album is well justified as
they have proved what they
are born to do. The
charismatic glow of all four
of them overflows through
each of the singles.
BLACKPINK”s motto of the
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BLACKPINK’s Latest Creation ‘BORN
PINK’ Showcases Their Power Like

They Were Born To Create It

!  !  !  !  " 

art of being the girl who gets what she wants is well
embraced through this musical project and that reflects
through high-octane and powerful music videos as well.
The latest album ‘BORN PINK’ is quite shinier and a
well-polished musical project that shows the personal
growth of each of the members as they have gone
through several musical projects. Their striking
personalities along with catchy lyricism with a switch
between English and Korean are truly engaging for not
only their fans but all kinds of music lovers.

Offering an essence of classic glam-metal bands,
BlACKPINK is churning out more ‘Pink’ in the music
industry. As Rosé proclaims, “I’m so rock & roll!” the
fans would also agree that the rock flavors are evident
among other members as well. The single ‘Shut Down’
is one of the greatest examples of their optimistic and
confident foundation just like rock stars. The lyrics go

by, “Praying for my
downfall? Many have tried,
baby” and then the girls
chant in the end “Keep
watching me shut it down!”
The ferocity and energy of
rock n roll anthems are
noticeable in the track
“Yeah Yeah Yeah” as well.
The is well built with lush
layers of synth-disco
groves.

The track ‘Tally’ will
definitely catch the
attention of the audience
with its shard and shrewd
nature along with punk
guitar elements and a
menacing lyrical approach.
The song starts with “I say
‘f**k it’ when I feel it.” But
if anyone has a problem
with this attitude,
BLACKPINK simply does
not care as the girls sing
“While you’re talking all
that s**t, I’ll be getting
mine!” This album offers a
highly energetic musical
journey for everyone
however it also features a
single titled, ‘The Happiest
Girl’ which offers ample
melancholy. It is a
completely English sad
song that features soft pop
musical arrangement. This
track is making an
exception in the entire
album.

BlACKPINK is born to make
music and that is being
established again through
this latest album ‘BORN
PINK’. Starting from
utilizing ‘La Campanella’ by
Italian classical composer
Niccolo Paganini into a trap
beat .
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Music Review
Who did not love Pokemon
in their childhoods? But not
everyone gets to live their
dreams. World famous
singer and songwriter Ed
Sheeran seem to have done
the impossible as he is
officially a part of the
Pokemon universe. He has
recently dropped a
collaboration with the
franchise on a song titled
'Celestial'.

The track was released on
September 29, Thursday
along with a video that
features all sorts of
pokemon. What's more
interesting than the video
itself? The news is that the
song will be featured in
"Pokémon Scarlet and
Pokémon Violet!", as
officially stated by the
Pokémon Company.

The song is a typical Ed
Sheeran song, filled with
catchy tunes and
dynamized rhythmic flow
that keeps the audience
hooked throughout.
Worldwide known for his
art of lyricism, 'Celestial'
also showcases the artist's
intense gift as a songwriter
and most importantly a
beautiful storyteller.

The track fully captivates
you, transporting you to the
world of the singer's
imagination. Ed Sheeran
does what he does the best,
consuming you with each
beautifully written line.

Especially verses like "We
are designed to love and
break And to rinse and
repeat it all again", the
singer creates a magic that
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LIVING THE CHILDHOOD
DREAM; ED SHEERAN

RELEASES NEW
COLLABORATION

'CELESTIAL'
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 will give you a spellbound experience.

Apart from the prepossessing lyrics, what allured me
the most toward the track is the heavenly voice of the
singer. This Grammy-winning artist has presented a
soothing yet energetic vocal tune and singing ability in
the track, 'Celestial' that speaks life into the lyrics.

The emotions and excitement of his voice will most
definitely get to you and is the soul of the track. The
voice complemented the lyrics so well that at one point

the audience will feel the
chills and shivers in their
skin.

The composition of the
track also needs special
mention here as the
talented artist is known for
producing and composing
most of his songs. The
credit for creating a theme
so enchanting goes directly
to the composition and
mixing of the track.

On top of that, the video of
'Celestial' follows an
interesting theme, showing
the singer living in a world
of Pokemons, where
Snorlax saves Sheeran from
a car accident and a Lapras
that takes him across a
river. The artistically
pleasing sketches were
done by Yu Nagaba, who
created the images based
on the doodles of Sheeran
in his childhood.

The song came out ahead of
the launching of new
games, Pokémon Scarlet
and Pokémon Violet
launching on Nintendo
Switch on November 18.
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Event News

The California International
Guitar Festival Has

Returned
The California International Guitar Festival has made a comeback
and taking place from the 16th to the 18th of September. It has
created a buzz among everyone. 

California International Guitar Festival (CIGF) is coming back
after 5 long years that all art lovers were waiting eagerly. The
festival is going to be held from 16th September to 18th
September. This three-day-long celebration is creating a buzz
among everyone. In this show, the audience is going to see
brilliant guitar performances that will enhance the beauty and
history of the instrument.

They have announced the festival by saying ‘We’re thrilled to
bring back such a wonderful gathering of world-class performers
for a weekend full of concerts, masterclasses, and other events!
Artists such as Pepe Romero, Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, Ana
Vidovic, and many more will perform. In addition to classical
guitar, we’ll also have flamenco, ukulele, and even an electric
guitar performance’.

This is one of the largest guitar festivals on the West Coast,
California. This festival is taking place since 2011. At first, it took
place at Cal Poly University in San Luis Obispo. From th

is guitar festival, one can get to experience various outstanding
guitar performances that can mesmerize all the onlookers.

At the very beginning in 1999, this show was known as ‘La
Guitarra California’. And later in 2011, it got the name California
International Guitar Festival. A lot of shows have been arranged
this year. The lineups are –

California International Guitar Festival:
Beijing Guitar Duo Masterclass

Fri | Sep 16, 2022 | 4:00pm | Philips Hall

California International Guitar Festival: Ana
Vidovic & Los Angeles Guitar Quartet

Fri | Sep 16, 2022 | 7:00pm | Harold Miossi Hall

California International Guitar Festival: Ana
Vidovic Masterclass

Sat | Sep 17, 2022 | 9:00am | Philips Hall

California International Guitar Festival:
Adam Del Monte Flamenco Trio

Sat | Sep 17, 2022 | 11:30am | Spanos Theatre

California International Guitar Festival: JIJI
and Irina Kulikova

Sat | Sep 17, 2022 | 1:30pm | Spanos Theatre

California International Guitar Festival:
Benjamin Verdery

Sat | Sep 17, 2022 | 4:00pm | Spanos Theatre

California International Guitar Festival: Jack
Cimo & Beijing Guitar Duo

Sat | Sep 17, 2022 | 7:30pm | Spanos Theatre

California International Guitar Festival:
Irina Kulikova Masterclass

Sun | Sep 18, 2022 | 9:00am | Philips Hall

California International Guitar Festival:
Scott Tennant Masterclass

Sun | Sep 18, 2022 | 11:30am | Philips Hall

California International Guitar Festival:
Daniel Ho & Pepe Romero

Sun | Sep 18, 2022 | 2:30pm | Spanos Theatre

Tickets are available at
www.CAGuitarFestival.com
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Everything
You Need
To Know
About Life
Is Beautiful
2022
Find out the exciting things from
'Life Is Beautiful' this year In Las
Vegas. It will continue through
16th-18th September, turning
colorful and music-filled. 

The streets of downtown Las Vegas
turn colorful and filled with music
during this time of every year as
the festival, ‘Life Is Beautiful’ takes
place. This year the festival started
on 16th September and carried on
till September 18th. This year's
lineup was as impressive as every
year's, where the major acts
included T-Pain, Cage The
Elephant, Arctic Monkeys, Gorillaz,
Kygo, Calvin Harris, Lorde, and
many more!

This year's festival was marked as
the ninth edition of the tradition
which is a three-day festival filled
with food, music, art, and comedy
set amid the 'lights of 18 electric
blocks'. Every year, this festival
always brings out surprises in
terms of both attendees and
performers and 2022 was no
exception. The first day was
empowering, including stand-out
sets from Charli XCX, Alison
Wonderland, and Blu DeTiger.

Dominated by mainly women, the
first day's lineup was a successful

start to this year's 3 days long
festival of art.

Las Vegas is said to be the
entertain ment capital of the
World. During this festival the
streets of Downtown Vegas turn
into open art museums, featuring
some prominent and famous local,
along with national and global
artists.

Not just the art installments,
impressive in one word, but the
food experience of this festival is
also unparalleled where the local
vendors were the true stars of this
year.

Some of the major highlights of
this year’s festival were-

Rising Stars Stage
Market in the Alley
Fergusons Downtown
The Pizzeria
Life Is Beautiful Letters
Kicker Comedy and more!

The festival is also home to
discovering emerging talents with
the highest potential and lining
up for 'Life Is Beautiful' is

considered to be among the top-
rated recognitions of the artists. 

The promising talent, Blu DeTiger
performed a total of three times on
the first day of the festival which
helped the audience discover this
young artist. On the second day, the
artists of the line-up, 'Gorillaz,
Lorde, Coi Leray, Bob Moses, and
Orange County comedy bros Chad
and JT' delivered electrifying and
enjoyable performances which was
the perfect and ultimate fan
interaction.

Many artists took their magical
performances to the crowd to
connect better which created a
completely unique experience.
The entire festival matched the
electric cityscape with its dynamic
performances.
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CONCERT REVIEW: BONNIE RAITT AND
MAVIS STAPLES SETTING THE STAGE ON

FIRE WITH THEIR DAZZLING PERFORMANCES
Bonnie Raitt along with her special guest Mavis Staples left the
audience short of words after their powerful performance in the
L.A.’s Greek Theater. The show was called “a two-sided portrait of
what heart, soul and understated heroism look like in music.”
Raitt arrived at the Greek Theater, LA for her show, and later on
her special guest, Mavis Staples accompanied her for the
historical performance of the decade.

The show was seamlessly conveying a story of a man who is
associated with the civil rights movement and Staples was
brilliant in every way possible. And Raitt was a warrior, portraying
the early days of women fighting for their due in rock.

The highlights of the show included her signature interpretation

of John Prine’s “Angel from Montgomery,” she
said that earlier she was unsure whether she can
pull off the act but she did a commendable job.

She also has included the fixtures of “Nick Of
Time” and “I Can’t Make You Love Me,” covers
of John Hiatt’s “No Business,” INXS’ “Need You
Tonight,” and Paul Brady’s “Not The Only One,”
before a closing “Longing In Their Hearts.”

hris Willman wrote in his review about this
performance, the musical is “a two-sided
portrait of what heart, soul and understated
heroism look like in music…it was a show where
you could think about what Staples meant
during the civil rights movement, and since, or
about Raitt’s role as a warrior without uniform
in the early days of women fighting to get their
due in rock.”

being mesmerized by the performance he wrote,
“Or you could just enjoy the chops and grease
that feed into the respective performances of
historically significant figures who wear their
mantles as lightly as anything else they’d need
to peel off upon stepping into a humid
roadhouse.”

Raitt and Staples have another show together
after the spellbinding performance people are
looking for it more, the performance will take
place on the 27th at the Rady Shell at Jacobs
Park in San Diego. Right after that Raitt will
continue the tour with her next special guest
Marc Cohn on Friday in Tempe, Arizona on the
19th of November 2022.
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Everything You Need To Know
About 2022 Made In America

Festival

Find out which artist performed at Jay
Z's Made In America festival this year.
The headliners were Latin star Bad
Bunny and hip-hop artists like Tyler,
the Creator.

On the annual Labor Day weekend, Jay
Z's Made In America festival took place
where the main attraction was Latin
pop star Bad Bunny. Last Thursday,
rapper Jay Z was called out on social
media apparently for being a 'capitalist'
and making money through several
ventures that included this festival. But
is making money, bringing together
huge crowds of hip-hop lovers, and
chart-topping headliners wrong?

This two-day festival partnered with
Live Nation and was hosted at
Philadelphia's Art Museum area. It
gave fresh energy and reinvention
which was complemented by huge
international artists of the hip-hop
genre and their power-packed

performances.

Here are some of the notable
performances - Bad Bunny
Wearing all red shorts, a vest, and
a similar sunglass, Bad Bunny
delivered an energy-packed
performance that managed to
groove the entire crowd of
thousands of people. The
reggaeton vibes of 'Moscow Mule'
paired with the Latin superstar
bouncing off on his heels surely
created an ecstatic experience for
the audience. The whole crowd
went through a roller coaster of
melodies with Bad Bunny’s set
which included ‘Un Coco’, ‘Party’,
‘Yo Perreo Sola’, etc. Surely the
headliner showed why he was
given the responsibility and why
he deserves the fame and
appreciation he gets from his fans.

Lil Uzi Vert Rapper Lil Uzi Vert

 gave a striking performance with
his pyrotechnic-filled set that
includes some of his biggest emo
bangers. Coming out with
kingfisher's mohawk and huge red
sunglasses created a special look
for the rapper that matched his
enlivening performance and flow.

Tyler The Creator Keeping the
weirdness alive, Tyler The Creator
did not disappoint with his artistry
and performance. Openness in the
crowd, the energy, and the
hauntingly motivated screams of
the audience made the
performance even more special.

Don Toliver The trap R&B artist,
Don Troliver has been waiting for
this moment to shine and his
performance speaks volumes about
his talent. His set was surprisingly
long on day two, which the
audience enjoyed till the last
minute which proves the artist’s
impressive performance.

The list of impressive performers
and dynamic performances did not
stop here, rapper GloRilla, Toro y
Moi, JID, Pusha T, and Kodak Black.
The MIA has truly galvanized the
Americans and the rest of the
world.
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Bad Bunny: The Unknown Side
Of the Latin Heartthrob Artist

Other than being a super-talented singer, rapper, and top-paid
performer; there are a lot of facts about Bad Bunny that even the
fans do not know about. Currently, this superstar is the most
streamed artist on the major music streaming platforms with
more than 14.8 billion plays. According to a recent report by
Celebrity Net Worth, Bad Bunny is currently worth 1.8 million. His
significant growth in the global music industry is surely turning
him into a money bunny.

This unwavering music artist first released his musical project in
2016 and now, he is dominating the Latin-American as well as the
global music industry while stealing the hearts of millions of fans.
He has also become the top streamed artist on Spotify and made a
record for the first-ever non-English artist to hit this milestone.
Let’s check some other unknown facts about this talented Bunny.

6. Bad Bunny as a WWE wrestlerBad Bunny’s growing musical
career is not his only talent but the singer has appeared in WWE
as a wrestler on January 31 in 2021. He also played a track during

the royal Royal Rumble Event. He also appeared
as a wrestler on the weekly event of ‘Monday
Night Raw'. Along with fellow Puerto Rican
wrestler, Damian Preist; Bunny won the match
against Akira Tozawa and earned the title of
WWE 24/7 Championship.

He made an epic comeback in the Royal Rumble
on January 29 of this year and lasted until the
final five. He was able to eliminate Sheamus and
Dolph Ziggler however, Brock Lesner took the
title in the end.

5. Bad Bunny as a Drag QueenFor the music
video of ‘Yo Perreo Sola’, Bad Bunny appeared in
multiple drag looks and slayed with his
performance in woman attire. However, the
motive was not only aesthetic to share a strong
message. The music video ended with a message
“If she doesn’t want to dance with you, respect
her. She twerks alone’.

As soon as the video surfaced, Anuel AA made a
homophobic comment regarding the artist and
said, “I don’t want friends in the industry… you
guys are weird as hell, fools & hypocrites. I cant
go against my morals for business! Im tired of
masks, dont get close to me in any place y’all
see me”. To this, Bad Bunny replied with a
middle finger up sassy drag look, and saying,
“Even though the world is full of hate, always
try to respond with love”.

4. Is Bad Bunny bisexual? What is his
sexuality?

A lot of people are in doubt about Bad Bunny’s
sexuality but the artist has never put a label on
it. In an interview with the LA Times, Bunny
once said that his sexuality is fluid and he does
require to define it. He further said, ”It does not
define me. At the end of the day, I don’t know if
in 20 years I will like a man. One never knows in
life.”

Bad Bunny advocates for the LGBTQ community
and regularly calls out homophobia in the music
industry. He also features queer artists in his
music videos. One of his 2019 hits tracks, ‘Caro’
showed a man kissing Bunny which made fans
believe he is gay or bisexual. But in reality, he is
a flamboyant music artist with a fluid
personality.
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3. Is he dating Rosalía?

No, Bad Bunny is not dating Rosalía. Though they worked together for the music video of the track 'La Noche De
Anoche'; they are a couple in real life. They are just good friends. On the other hand, Bunny is currently in a
relationship with Gabriela Berlingeri with whom he made a red carpet debut at a recent event.

2. How much does Bad Bunny charge for a single show? Is he the richest reggaeton artist?

Currently, Bad Bunny earns more than other artists of this time. According to Pollstar, he charges around 2.7 for each
show. 

However, the artist himself does not take all the money since there are many others in management and production
where the fee is shared. But still, Bunny would definitely make a lot.

Although he is not the richest reggaeton artist since Daddy Yankee took that spot in 2021. Considering Yankee’s long
music career and numerous hit projects; it is quite possible for him to do that. However, Bad Bunny might claim that
title soon since he is not too far.

1. What is Bad Bunny’s real name? Why he is named Bad Bunny?

The real name of this Latin superstar is  Benito Antonio Martínez Ocasio. His artist name Bad Bunny was given when
he wore a bunny costume at a school event in his childhood. He was looking upset and angry in the bunny suit which
made him own that name. Later on, in his musical career, he utilized that name and established himself as one of the
top artists. Bad Bunny is perhaps the most talented music artist persona in the industry who is winning the hearts of
millions of people. Stay tuned to enjoy more Bunny magic!
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LET'S LOOK BACK AT HOW J-HOPE AND
BECKY G MADE HISTORY IN THE MUSIC

INDUSTRY
The annual American four-day music festival, lollapalooza, just
ended a few months ago which created a buzz in the music world.
The famous K-Pop star and BTS member J-Hope was among the
headliners this year which increased the number of attendees in
an instant. However, when the Mexican-American singer and
rapper Becky G joined him on stage for their 2019 hit 'Chicken
Noodle Soup', the dreams of many of their fans came true. Both
the stars and talented singers finally reunited after 3 long years
after the song's release to entertain thousands of audiences and
millions of fans watching online.

The reason why this song, 'Chicken Noodle Soup' becoming a hit is
considered history in the industry is that it is rare to see a
trilingual song becoming a hit. When the news of J-hope remaking
the tracks with collaboration with Becky G hit the news fans went
crazy with their anticipation. Upon release, the track became an

instant and genuine hit, securing its position on
the cheats. On the ranking of Billboard's 'The
Bestselling World Singles of 2019' the song was
placed at position 20.

ist To Headline Lollapalooza 2022 Despite
releasing without prior notice and with little to
no promotion, the song secured its 1st position
on 71 iTunes with its debut. It was also released
as a non-commercial track and the official video
passed a smashing 21.7M views in the first 24
hours which became the most viewed video of
the day it was released.

Not just a commercial success, this song also
collected critical acclaim on its way. According
to Forbes, “BTS member j-hope broke records
and became the first artist to manage many
different feats on charts across the world”.

These charts include several genre-specific lists
such as pop and rap. The track, Chicken Noodle
Soup debuted at no 81 on the Hot 100 of all
genres.

Acknowledging this cross-culture collaboration,
the South Korean Foreign Minister, Kang
Kyung-Wha said that the song is a wonderful
example of how impactful and valuable culture
can be when it is combined with different and
diverse industries.

J-Hope, being a Korean and this being his first
collaboration with a foreign artist, has faced
hurdles to communicate in English. Becky G
later explained they shared the language of
music which developed a long-lasting
friendship between them.

They also passed a message that all cultures are
equal. This message was reflected in their stage
performance which was joined by a diverse
group of backup dancers.
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FIND OUT THIRTEEN UNKNOWN THINGS
ABOUT TAYLOR SWIFT’S ‘MIDNIGHTS’

The global pop icon Taylor Swift surprised all her listeners at the
MTV Video Music Awards with the announcement of her
upcoming album ‘Midnights’. The album is going to be released
on the 21st of October. The artist said that ‘I thought it might be a
fun moment to tell you that my brand new album comes out
October 21, and I will tell you more at midnight’. After some time
she released photos of the album, which confirms the news.
Right after the announcement, it created a buzz among everyone
and all her fans are not able to wait for the album anymore. Before
this album, last time she announced the news of the album and
gave a timer for the album ‘Reputation’. This was also almost five
years ago. She is giving little hints about this new album to her
fans. Among everyone, a lot of questions are being emerged
regarding this album release. Here are thirteen questions that will
help everyone to wait for seven weeks till the album's release-

1. What is the need of giving a timer?

Taylor is a worldwide famous singer-performer and clearly, she
doesn’t need to do anything special to create a buzz among her
listeners. This kind of act of her leaves her listeners to anticipate
the release. Maybe these kinds of excitement among everyone
encourage her even more. Everyone has noticed that the artist was
not appearing much in any kind of gatherings and shows. She was
last seen in a public appearance in June at the Tribeca Film
Festival for her short film. The film was named ‘All Too Well’. On
this matter, she said that ‘People often greatly underestimate how
much I will inconvenience myself to prove a point’. So, all these
inconveniences were for this upcoming album.

2. What is the purpose of making ‘Midnights’?

When the artist was asked what was the purpose or idea behind

 making this album, she said ‘We lie awake in
love and in fear, in turmoil and in tears,” she
wrote. “We stare at walls and drink until they
speak back. We twist in our self-made cages and
pray that we aren’t — right this minute — about
to make some fateful life-altering mistake. This
is a collection of music written in the middle of
the night, a journey through terrors and sweet
dreams. The floors we pace and the demons we
face. For all of us who have tossed and turned
and decided to keep the lanterns lit and go
searching – hoping that just maybe, when the
clock strikes twelve … we’ll meet ourselves.’
She also added by saying ‘Midnights, the stories
of 13 sleepless nights scattered throughout my
life, will be out Oct. 21. Meet me at midnight’.

3. What is the reason behind releasing it in
October?

This album ‘Midnights’ is going to be released
exactly right after ten years of her album ‘Red’.
This album of her was released on 22nd October
2012. All of her albums have been released in
the same month only the album ‘Reputation’
was released in November 2017. So, it can be
said, this album is a symbolic return.

4. What is the story behind the album cover?

In the cover, Taylor has been seen holding a
lighter in front o a shower curtain. And this
reference doesn’t go with her in any way
because she never smokes or promotes this kind
of thing. That is why it is a little unpredictable
to say something on this part of the album.

5. What are the other photos on this album
about?

This album is going to be available in vinyl too.
And for that, there are four different photos
have been finalized. The pictures are being seen
in Blood Moon, Jade Green, Mahogany, and
Midnight Blue. The whole energy of the pictures
is giving retro vibes, where not only the artist
but the whole setup has an essence of the
seventies. With these types of vinyl, she is
trying to add the flavor of retro.

6. What about the vinyl?

Surprisingly, Taylor is releasing this album in
every mode on the same day. The pieces of vinyl
are also going to be released on 21st October.
This is single vinyl and it is going to be 22
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minutes per side. It is quite unusual for Taylor Swift because no vinyl of her is this short. Her other vinyl like
‘Folklore’, ‘Evermore’, and ‘Lover’ is nearly one hour long. ‘Reputation’ was 56 minutes long and the debut one was
also 48 minutes. That means this vinyl is going to be much shorter than her other vinyl.

7. Is this album also about breakups, betrayals, and breakdowns?

On this matter regarding the album, Taylor has said at the Tribeca Film Festival that ‘I’ve never seen an exploding
helicopter. I’ve never seen anybody go and blow somebody’s head off. So why should I make films about them? But I
have seen people destroy themselves in the smallest way’. She added more by saying ‘I felt that’.
From this, it is being clear that the album ‘Midnights’ is going to be very much different from her other creations.

8. Why the album is not named 2 A.M.?

There is a special bond of 2 A.M. with Taylor Swift. In her previous work, there is a lot of reference to 2 A.M. in many
songs, she said that she last time saw the face of her ex at 1.58 A.M. a phrase also known that ‘Night time, Tay time’.
So, by keeping all the references she could have easily named the album 2 A.M.

9. What Taylor tries to say through midnight?

Taylor Swift has a different attachment with midnight. Her creations like ‘Style’, ‘Happiness’, ‘The Moment I Knew’,
and ‘All Too Well’ has a special reference to midnight. There is also a saying about ‘22’ that ‘It feels like a perfect
night…to join our list!’. It can be said that with Midnights she expresses herself much deeper. That is why it becomes
easier to connect with the listeners.

10. What is the connection between Taylor and Emily Dickinson?

Taylor is very much fond of 19th-century poems. A phrase she uses a lot and follows is ‘Keep the lanterns lit and go
searching… We’ll meet ourselves.’ It has been written by Dickinson in 1855. Taylor’s thinking and the writing of
Dickinson are quite intertwined with each other. it can be said that Taylor is obsessed with this philosophy and tries
to implement it in her creation. Dickinson was also very fond of writing about Midnights and it can be said that
Taylor has been inspired by this.

11. When Taylor’s Version is going to come up next?

Everyone is assuming that Taylor is going to give another TV this year. In May she dropped ‘This Love (Taylor’s
Version)’ which is a remake from the 1989 ballad. Later on, she also gave ‘The Old Taylor Collection’. Maybe she is
going to release more content like these in the coming days.

12. Where are Jack Antonoff and Aaron Dessner?

The artist hasn’t said anything about the producers. She has collaborated with the duo of the industry Jaaron
Desstonoff. This collaboration has always been a gem. These three people have always come up with amazing things.
But it cannot be surely said, she will collaborate with them one more time or not because she is quite choosy when it
comes to producers. If it stays as it is then this album will be a great piece of work.1

3. Is Taylor going back to pop look or sticking with the cottagecore?

In her last creations like Folklore and Evermore, she has been seen in cottagecore. It is still not being predictable how
she is going to present the whole album. But one thing can be said that she is coming back after a few times, so
whatever she will do is going to be worth watching.
These are the thirteen unknown facts about Taylor Swift's upcoming album ‘Midnights’. Everyone is eagerly waiting
for the album to drop. She is all ready conquering the world with this. So let’s wait until it comes out.
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Remembering
When Asha
Bhosle
Accepted
Her
Relationship
With
Legendary
Composer
RD Burman
The honored and acclaimed singer
once shared how her relationship
with her music producer and
composer husband started in the
media. In an old interview in 1993,
Ms. Bhosle shared that RD Burman
was after her for a long time and
would praise her from time to time
which made her accept his proposal
in the end.

In the same interview, she also
recalled her sister, the vaunted
singer, Lata Mangeskar's reaction to
this relationship.

Needless to say, this marriage and
relationship with Asha Bhosle were
not the first ones for RD Burman.
His first marriage was with Rita
Patel in 1966 which ended up in
him divorcing her in 1971. Later in
1980, the musician and composer
married Asha Bhosle who also

ended up in the p[arting their
ways after a few years. Both of
them in their respective careers
have gained massive fame and
respect and have collaborated on
numerous occasions. Throughout
their careers, Asha Bhosle and RD
Burman have recorded several
songs together for many decades.
They also performed together in
various live shows.

In that interview with Quint, Asha
was asked how their relationship
started to which she responded
cheekily. She said that the
composer was after her for many
years and praised her at any
opportunity he could get. Burman
used to praise her voice, saying
she had a very unique voice and
good tune which made him
smitten. He also used to send her
anonymous flowers for years.
Asha, not knowing who the
anonymous flowers were from,
used to throw them away which
made Burman's face fall. Finally
after years of trying she said yes to
the proposal not having any other
option.
Further in the interview, when
asked about her sister’s reaction
to this relationship, Asha said that

her sister did not say anything to her
or Pancham. RD Burman was also
known as Pancham in the industry.

In her career of eight decades, Asha
Bhosle has sung countless songs in
several languages which stand as
proof of her immense talent. Her
decades-long career has gained her
various recognitions and awards
which include two national awards,
four BFJA Awards, eighteen
Maharashtra State Film Awards, nine
Filmfare Awards along with a
Lifetime Achievement Award, and
two Grammy nominations.
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Dua Lipa’s Kind Gesture Created Much Controversy in Rio De
Janerio

Popstar Dua Lipa’s Rio De Janerio
Tour was highly successful as the
artist has been promoting a
modified version of her "Future
Nostalgia". She has been promoting
her namesake album from 2020.
The album features her early chart-
busters like "New Rules" as well as
collaboration projects like "Cold
Heart" with Elton john and "One
Kiss" with Calvin Harris.
Other than a successful tour, the
singer also seemed to enjoy her
stay in Rio as the artist shared
many images through her
Instagram account of her visiting
different places in the city.
However, one of the videos has
gone viral on social media that
created much controversy where
the artist politely refused to get

 into a photo.

The singer was interrupted by her fans
who tried to take photos with her. She
kindly asked them to not take any
photos since she is spending some
quality time with her family.

She said, "I'm so sorry, I can't take
pictures because I'm spending the day
with my family. Nice to meet you."

This kind gesture created much
controversy however, it is quite normal
that even celebrities need their personal
space to enjoy themselves with their
friends and family. The artist strolled
through the streets and even flew over
the city to enjoy the lush view. She also
shared a carousel of photos of her. One
of the pictures showed her parents as
well.

The event in Rio where the artist
performed is known as the ‘Rock in
Rio’ festival and this was its ninth
year of it. On the seventh day of the
festival, Dua Lipa performed her
track ‘Future Nostalgia’ and
createda huge buzz through her
act.

The closing day was exclusively
reserved for only women
performers as it aimed at
empowering women artists.
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Sony is
Selling its
Business to
Kiss Koala
and
Decides to
Leave
Russia as
Well
Sony has been the world’s largest
music publisher and they have
occupied a huge part of the music
market in Russia as well. After they
decided to leave Russia they turned
to the former business director of
their Russian representative office.
Arina Dmitrieva’s company Kiss
Koala will now be monetizing the
Russian artists who are signed by
Sony from now on.

This indicates that various tracks of
Russian artists are going to
disappear from their music-
streaming platforms. Sony is one of
the three largest music companies
in the world, alongside Universal
Music and Warner Music groups.
Sony added its Russian division in
1999 and since then the company
has been developing and
monetizing various international
artists. But now, according to the
experts, the Russian recording
market is at 15-20%. In 2021, the
revenue of Sony Music LLC

amounted to 2.56 billion rubles
($42.7 million), making them a
net profit of 132.9 million rubles
($2.22 million).

Russia has been offering a large
pool of eclectic artists from
various genres and domains,
which resulted in a huge influence
on the company as well. And Sony
had a long list of Russian
domestic artists and has been
distributing their music to the
world. But now Arina Dmitrieva
and her company will benefit from
this list of artists.

Well, the main difference will be that
Russian listeners cannot be able to
listen to international artists via
Yandex Music, Sound, and VK Music.
Russian users of these platforms are
no longer going to listen to various
iconic music artists and bands like
The Beatles, Pink Floyd, Elvis
Presley, and many others. These
aforementioned music-streaming
platforms have already been notified
by Sony about thewithdrawal. Some
Russian newspapers are referring
that these artists may be available
on various other music streaming
websites and applications like
YouTube Music and Apple Music.

The legal entity of this division has
been renamed from Sony Music
Entertainment LLC to Kiss Koala
LLC, on the 7th of September 2022.
And this newly named company was
controlled by SBME Holdings B.V., a
subsidiary of Sony Group
Corporation. And Sony officially
broke the news to the world on the
8th of September 2022, stating their
leave from Russian province.
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